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ABSTRACT: This paper includes the methodologies to reduce one of the major concerns faced by AUTOMOTIVE 

INDUSTRY – “FRICTION LOSSES” in the engine. We know that races are won and lost in the time lapse of 

“milliseconds”. Major Contributing factors for time lapse are – losses due to friction in an engine. Friction converts 

about 33% of the vehicle’s available mechanical energy into heat and sound. For this we benchmarked between three 

sports coupe – (i) Chevrolet Camaro, (ii) Audi R8 and (iii) Ford Mustang. From the given three we chose Chevrolet 

Camaro. Our proposed technologies would make Chevrolet Camaro’s less prone losses due to friction ; thereby 

overcoming those milliseconds gap. 

KEYWORDS:  Sports coupe 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Sports Coupe is basically a sports car in a Coupe (two door car with a fixed attached roof) form. Although Sports car 

and sports coupe almost synonymous , but a little difference between the two is that later is bit more practical compared 

to former (like bit bigger in size , better knee room etc.) ; but these practical features are on the expense of “power” i.e 

Sports Coupe generally has slightly less power compared to Sports car. Most of the fuel energy obtained in the vehicle 

gets wasted and the major reason for that is friction in the engine.  

So we are considering reduction in frictional losses as the major factor while optimizing the Sports coupe’s Engine.  

 
Fig. 1: Energy from Fuel Losses 
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Frictional losses is one of the most prominent factor causing downfall of sports coupe’s engine performance. Fig. 2 

shows the contributing factors in frictional losses. Clearly piston – cylinder arrangement has the most percentage of 

losses share.  

Fig. 2: Percentage Losses Due to Friction 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

The term sports car was first coined by an English magazine “The time” in the year 1919. In USA is was first 

acknowledged by the Merriam Webster university in the year 1928. Sports cars became hugely popular among the elite 

class in 1940s. Originally they were started as open roof roadsters but later the closed coupe version became highly 

popular as it was more practical than the open version. The main purpose of the sports coupe is to give sheer pleasure in 

driving and the thrill of high speed. In the 1950s the market for sports coupe grew tremendously and there was stiff 

competition among many of the big brands. This Prompted engineers to make their car better than the rival’s car. The 

main aspect in making the car better was the engine performance. There were many factors which were considered to 

improve the performance. One of the many was to reduce the friction in the engine thus to increase the power output. 

There were many technologies proposed and implemented to reduce the friction. But in this ever-changing world they 

quickly became obsolete and a new and better technology was proposed. In our paper we have done the same to 

purpose some new methodologies to reduce the frictional losses in an engine. 

III.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND DISCUSSION 

A. Mirror Bore Technology  
Many engines today use lightweight aluminum materials for the cylinder block. There exists a piston in the cylindrical 

bock the sole function of which is to reciprocate up and down. However, since aluminum cannot endure the friction and 

heat that arises, designs also use a cast iron cylinder liner. Rather than inserting a cylinder liner, the mirror bore coating 

technology sprays molten iron onto the surface of the cylinder bore and forms an iron coating layer on the walls inside. 

The drag that arises due to the friction present can be substantially reduced by applying this mirror like finish.  

The main purpose of this technology is to reduce drag, though there are other merits as well. Firstly, by removing the 

cylinder liner the design realizes a lighter engine. Moreover, the thickness of the mirror bore coating is just 0.2mm as 
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compared to the 2 mm thickness of the cylinder liner. This decrease in thickness results in better heat conduction and 

thus we obtain better cooling performance and less engine knocking, and the efficiency of the engine as a whole is 

improved. The increase in amount of freedom t move may result in better fuel economy and engine power.  

 

 
Fig. 3: Mirror Bore Technology 

 

B. REM Super finish 

ISF stands for Isotropic Super finish. A non-directional low Ra value surface is generated by using the technique 

known as ISF process. This technology has been patented.It is a technique which is environment friendly and non-

hazardous and it makes use of mass finishing equipment maintaining a link with accelerated refinement chemistries. 

Asthe surface finish is of the highest quality, there must be no doubt that it will reduce the friction and wear, increase 

durability of the parts and will improve the resistance to corrosion. This technique has found its feet in numerous 
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industries and its future scope is looking nothing short of bright.

 
Fig. 4:Before (Left), After (Right) 

C. MicroBlue Coating  

MicroBlue® is a coating system which can be used in the Chevrolet Camaro to reduce friction and increase the life of 

its moving and lubricated parts substantially. These lubricated parts include all the bearing types and any part which is 

reciprocating and also is in motion be it transmission system or differentials. The improvements in efficiency and life 

are not subtle. Whether your aim is to improve fuel economy, extend life or simply win races, there is simply no other 

process on the planet that can compare to the improvements MicroBlue® brings to the equation.  

MicroBlue® is a state of the art technology and different from other coatings in many ways. The most significant of 

them all is the way it’s applied. The main reason why Microblue is so effective is that it is blasted on the surface. No 

he3at or binders are used. As there ar no binders it is not able to bind to itself and form build ups. And the best part is 

there's absolutely no size change, no adjustments needed. The other coatings which are available in the market use 

adhesion to remain on the surface whereas chemical bonding phenomenon is used in case of Microblue coating. That is 

why it is almost impossible to chip off and flake or peel. Also its ability to reduce friction does not decrease with time. 

The parts will move as new even after several years of use. 

IV.CONCLUSION 

These three technologies will prove to be useful in reducing the Engines friction and thereby optimizing its 

performance. These technologies are:-  

1. Applying Mirror-Bore Coating on Cylinder Head  

2. Using Ceramics with Micro-Blue Coating on Main Bearing Caps  

3. Using Rem Super finish on Gears  
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